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TS THE studio musician as capable an artist
JLas the symphony player? Or is it true that the

J-ily grind of so-called "mechanical* music used
in the making of motion pictures, has so
atrophied his artistic "rendition," that he can
no longer come up ,rq symphony standard?

To answer these questions propefly.'one must
"lake a comparison of the conditions under
which the symphony man and the studio player
perform their music.

We take it for granted that the symphony
player must be a first-rate artist if he is to be-
'ong to such an august body. Years of study and
hard work stand behind him, and to many this
is the culmination of their artistic career—to
Wong to a group performing the "best music."

Demands made upon the performing ability
of the symphony man are naturally rigid, but
nevertheless within human understanding,
^"orks performed by symphonies are rehearsed
-and often. The repertoire comprises most of

<ne standard classical works, which are per-
formed over and over, time and again. With the
exception of entirely new works, the seasoned
symphony player is familiar with most of the
filmic comprising the repertoire of his organi-
zation. And that in itself, is the major requisite
IT a fine, uniform performance.

What about the studio player? In spite of
'he fact that the "mechanical" element is to be
considered when making movies, music written
for motion pictures is far from being a simple
or easy medium. Some of the musical scores are
written by composers of great merit—many al-
'way known in the concert field—and the
S'Jility of their music, very often, equals that of
'he best symphonic efforts. Thus, it is obvious
itat the studio player mast per force have the

(Continued on Page 2)

Harry Simeone With
Paramount

Harry Simeone, originally with Fred Waring
& head arranger, has been signed by Paramount .

"
,

Pictures. With his first assignment, "Bonni
Lassie" completed, Simeone is scheduled t
^J^e arrangements' for several picrures, among
°fh«rs, "Out of this World," and "Star Bright."

Bronisfau Kaper In 'Marriage'
'Marriage is a Private Affair" (M-G-M),

^JJ Bronislau Kaper as composer of score. Sid
(--«ier. Bob Franklyn and . Waily Hegim
"fihfitrated. . . . . - . . . -

STRANGE INSTRUMENTS
USED IN PICTURES

A sense of realism is the first requisite for a
good movie; nothing, as a rule, is spared to
bring about the feeling of true authenticity. It
is not uncommon to see, especially in picrures
with an exotic background, strange and odd
props, native instuments and the like.

Incorporating the use of native instruments
into the musical score, is M-G-M's latest stunt
in seeking originality and atmosphere. "Kis-
met," "Dragon Seed" and "Story of Dorian
Gray" are three pictures making use of such
devices. The scores composed by Herbert Stoth-
art and orchestrated by Murray Cutter, have
been written so as to make the fullest use of
such instruments. ,

"Kismet" an oriental.legend and fanta*sy, is
replete with such oddities as Saw-Tat, Siamisen
(Malayan and Javanese plucked instruments i ,
Sau'-Chine, a Chinese violin with a nasal qual-
ity comparable to a high oboe or a muted trum-
pet. A Hi'iJ't flute, which has a reed mouth-
piece and a quality of sound similar to the
Ohirf da Caccia. The percfssion group in-
cludes several gongs, among them the Burmese
which is no doubt the largest of its kind, the
Kyiezec, a Hindu plate gong, the C>ameion
and Kbong Yai, two instruments of the Xylo-
phone variety. ,

The instruments were borrowed from the
"Eichem's Collection" at the Museum of Santa

(Continued on Page -i }

Arthur Lange's
Song Published

The main theme in the musical score of
International first pic "Casanova Brown," gave
Arthur Lange, musical director at that studio,
the inspiration and material for a song which
is to be published by Southern Music Publish-
ing Co. Johnny Lange wrote the lyrics and the
song is to bear the same name as the picture,
"Casanova Brown."

Dave Snell In 'Goldtown'
Dave Snell composed score to "Goldtown"

an M-G-M picture. Castenuo%-o-Tedesco and
Robert Franklyn assisted composer" .with the
development of score. Red Ruthven wrote
original song used in picture "Star of the
Evening." Wally Heglin orchestrated.

Nat Finston On Air
Music for "Star Theater" (Sundays, KNX)

is under the baton of Nat Finston, musical
director/ for M-G-M, and includes a 32-piece
orchestra and 12-voice chorus. "Star Theater"
is sponsored by the Texas Co. for Texaco.

Music To Link
The Americas

That more and more the Americas are be-
coming linked by a language that has no bar-
riers— the language of music, is Xavier Cugat's
firm conviction. The universality of music is
proving the basis of a common understanding
between the people of North and South
America.

Musicians, independent as they are of lan-
guage, says Cugat, should be among the first to
aid this expansion of the Good Neighbor Policy.
"Music will play an increasingly important role
in the development of cultural relation between
these two continents. JIM as South American
tangos, rhumba-s, congas and sambas have be-
come familiar to every radio fan, so will the
American melodies of Gershwin, Herbert .inci
Stephen foster become known to our Latin-
American neighbors."

It is inevitable, believes Cugat, that knowl-
edge of another country's cultural habits ?.nd
customs will strengthen the bonds of under-
standing between these lands. "Music has more
power to soothe—it has the power to culminate
in a cultural alliance between nations. A recent
instance ot this is the phenomenal success of
Resume .\\:tcho, which was composed by a noted
Latin-American musician and then translated
into the English idiom by Sunny Skylar, a
Brooklyn-born boy. PerfiJio. Essrtlliu. Frcnesi,
and other melodies beloved by music-lovers of
the lands south of the Rio-Grande, have given
\is an insight into the moods of our neighbors."

"1 am looking forward," concluded the well-
known band leader, "to a regular exchange of
programs-between the countries of N'orrh and
South America, for it is by means of radio that
musical good-will can reach its greatest uni-
versality. "

Franz Waxman In 'Thought'
"The Very Thought of You," a XVarner Bros,

picture, had Franz Waxman as composer of
the musical score. Leonid Raab and Leo Arnaud
orchestrated. -

Adoiph Dcutsch Has
'Dough Girls'

Adolph Deutsch composed score to "Dough
Girls," Warner Broc. pic. Jerry Morros orches-
trated.

Columbia Signs
George Duning

George Duning has just been put under con-
tract at Columbia Pictures, where he will act in
the capacity of arranger and orchestrator.
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same musical background as his confrere in the
symphonic field, if he is to give a good account
of himself.

But that is not all. While symphonic works
are thoroughly rehearsed, sometimes for days in
succession, very little time is given the studio
man to study his part. Time is monny, and not
much of it is wasted in a recording session. It
is rather the rule than the exception, to see a
studio orchestra go through a number, once or
twice, and record it without further ado.

Now, when we consider the enormous variety
of music written for the iilms—anywhere from
"boogie-woogie" to the most ethereal sym-
phonic poem, we all have to agree that the
studio performer must be a very versatile artist
besides being an unusually fast "sight-reader."
Because the conductor has little time to signal
for entries, busy as he is watching for his own
cues on the screen, the studio player has de-
veloped an uncanny sense of dynamics and
accurate timing.

All considered then, it can be said without
fear of contradiction, that the constant grind of
film music is far from a deteriorating influence
upon the playing ability of .the studio musician.
On the contrary it is training him to develop
a technique and a quality of performance en-
viable, to say the least.

No doubt, the studio player compares favor-
ably with the symphony musician, and in many
respects surpasses him. It is to be deplored that
such tine groups of men as comprise the many
studio orchestras must be relegated behind the
four walls of the sound-stage. It would be to
the credit of the industry if the world at large
could know more about the artistry and dexter-
ity of the studio orchestras!

R. D13 S.

Outstanding Orchestral
Works by Americans

The Music Critics Circle of New York has
selected Leonard Bernstein's Symphony No. 1
".Itremijb." as "outstanding orchestral work by
an American composer dur ing the 1943-44
season." Close seconds were Symphony for
Strings by William Schuman. and Norman
Dello Join's Magnificat.

Incidentally . . . .
One of the largest groups of musicians ever

assembled for a performance was that at the
recent Red Cross Benefit concert given in Madi-
son Square Garden in New York, on May 25th.
The combined NBC Symphony and Philhar-
monic-Symphony orchestras, under the baton of
Arturo Toscanini, made a giant orchestra of
225 musicians. The string section included
32 first and 32 second violins, 28 violas and 24
celli. The woodwind group had eight flutes
and all other instruments were augmented in
the same mammoth proportion. Two full bat-
teries of percussion were used, as well as an
eight-foot bass drum.

This -was the first time in the city's history
that two major orchestras shared the same plat-
form, playing in unison. The Red Cross bene-
fitted by 5100,000 through the concert, as well
as additional amounts realized from the sale
of programs.autographed by Toscanini, and the
auctioning off of his baton.

John Barbirolli, previous conductor of the
New York Philharmonic Symphony, between
1937 and 1942, is now in London as perma-
nent conductor of the London Symphony
Orchestra. •

Alfred Wallenstein is to continue as musical
director and conductor of the Los Angeles Phil-
harmonic Orchestra. His appointment calls for
two more years.

"War and Peace," Prokofieff's newest opera,
is to be performed by the Philharmonic-Sym-
phony Society under its musical director, Ar-
turo* Rodzinski, who obtained rights for first
performance.

. Toscanini still rates top billing . . . When
the Maestro objected to the double leadership—
Arturo Toscanini - Leopold Stokouiki—on the
NBC symphony orchestra, there was no hesita-
tion on the part of the management. Result:
Toscanini remains as conductor, and Stokow-
ski's contract cancelled.

'Sinfonietta1 Wins Poll
"Sinfonietta," Alfred Wallenstein's KHJ-

Mutual Don Lee concert series, (Saturday,
11:30 p.m.), has been awarded first place in
the Small Ensemble classification in America's
first national radio poll of 500 U. S. and Cana-
dian music editors.

Letter To The Editor
Dear Sirs:

Thank you kindly for acquainting me with
THIS SCORH. It affords both pleasure and in-
formation in its clarifying and condensed edi-
torials as well as all the other articles. Nothing
manifests the existence of an organized body
so well as an organ of expression. Please send
me Tun SCOBi; for the coming year. Thank

.you.
Yours truly,

SHELDON F. Hvoi;,
1566 Sunnyside Avc'.
Salt Lake City Utah

(Thank you. Mr. HjJe. It is our intention aihl
our hope to make THE SCORE eier so much
mot i Jnfurmtttire liiut eiitcrlthiine, as time goes
by.-Ed.) •-• • " • '

A SCORE IS BORN
. , • • ' . ' • • • By CHARLES MAXWELL

It might be of interest to laymen as well as
some of our musical Olympians to trace the de-
velopment of the average Score of so-calied
background music. There are roughly speaking
three stages of development during the produc-
tion of this musical stepchild of the movies:

I. Preparation; 2. Creation; 3. Presentation.
The procedure followed in each of these three

parts varies slightly in the studios as well as
•with the individual co-operative elements, ac-
cording to time, organization and talent avail-
able. It is therefore necessary to generalize
somewhat, basing the following statements and
conjectures on experiences shared by most of
our colleagues.

Before going into details it is of importance
to state that one element controls and dominates
the activities of all Music Departrnenes, and tha:
is TIME, or rather—the lack of it. The average
score runs from >0 to 40 minutes playing tirr.e.
more or less, or as long as most of the oil-
standard symphonies. These "classic" works too*
months and sometimes years of labor before
being presented for performance. The same
quantity of music today must be produced
within the space of from ten days ;o two weeks!
To insure the quality of the output become-,
often a superhuman task. The average film run<
about an hour and 20 minutes and calis for
25 to 50 per cent musical coverage.

PREPARATION
The executive head of the music department

is furnished wi th a "Final Shooting Script" ur
each pictute in production for the puropse c:
familiarizing himself with the story. His duties
very often include the preparation of a musical
breakdown, meaning the selection of logics!
scenes to be underscored musically. When the
film is completed, as far as action an.i dialogue
are concerned, the producer, director and the
musical director decide which composer to get
for the picture. The final choice depends en i
variety of reasons and circumstances. The pe-
culiar tendency to label and classify creative
ability seems to be more in evidence in Holly-
wood than anywhere else. It is practically im-
possible for a composer to be considered for a
romantic love story or comedy, when he ha-
been successful in writing scores, for horror.
mystery or the lately current "Nazi" films. Prac-
tically every such picture demands such a com-
plete ganfut of emotions from its music, that i:
seems very arhitrary to classify the niusici.in
according to certain ear-catchin? dialectic aber-
rations of the musical language he uses.

Whatever the reasons, the composer is se-
lected. In many cases his duties will include
conducting of the orchestra as well as genera:
musical supervision. The completed film is now
run for the benefit of the creative branches, in-
clusive of arrangers, to decide on the musical
sequences. The producer, or the director pre-
siding, everyone is invited to a i r his or her
views and opinions. The prestige of the com-
poser is usual ly the deciding factor at this .stage
of the preliminaries.

At this time one very important personality
enters the scene—the music currer, most valuable
technical assistant ro the wri t ing talent. His
principal dut ies at this point consist of t i m i n g
the individual sequences to the split siiond ;m<!
frame-. The speed at which film passes before- the
lens of the camera is exactly one and one-halt
foot per second. Each foot of film contains Id
pictures or "frames." By measuring the length
of each sequence he arrives at the number of
seconds or minutes of music required. This is
done with the aid of a "Moviola," which starts,

(Continued on Page 4)
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New Additions At Republic Studio NeWS
More musicians have been added to the staff

at Republic Studios. The Music Department
under Walter Sharf, has two new members in
Dale Butts, who has been signed up for arrang-
ing, and Richard Cherwin, its musical director.

with Mort GHckman recently, we
t"t off on the subject of photography. It seems
Mort is a lens-hound from way back, as is your
k'llumnist. Have you ever noticed the peculiar
Affinity between a musician and a camera.'' Many
"t our ASMA members are as expert with the
undid camera as with the complicated chord.

All of which brings to my mind some of the
'urious experiences I had when, in my teens, 1
'jiked myself into a ]ob as staff photographer
''•r the Philadelphia Inquirer.
_0ne night some mysterious "terrorists" set

"it three bombs at the homes of various public
"Hitials. It so happened that one bombing was
halt a block from my home, and when I phoned
ihc office they told me to cover this and the
'iifcer bombings as well. I spent the next couple
»f hours taxiing from one bombed placebo an-
ther, got my pictures and returned to the
Inquirer positive that I had the biggest scoop
o! the year. One little hitch developed, how-
ner. Nobody had thought jf telling.the photo-
engraving department about my exploit, so .they
taj all gone home. Instead of getting a raise,
*)! I K''t out of the deal were some nasty words
when I presented my expense account for the
tjxi.

Then there was the time 1 was sent out to get
•i photo of Vice-President Tom Marshall for our
'lies. The great man was making a speech at
'he Academy of Music, so 1 waylaid him at the
xajx-door and got my flashlight picture. Only
raiiisrover later that I had forgotten to pull the
siiile out of the plate-holder!

Many other incidents come to my mind, such
»* the big Yellow Taxi fire, when 1 climbed to
:!'« roof of a nearby theatre, and almost fell
•'t'ht into the fire from vertigo; the time a
H-ycar-old Italian woman gave birth to quad-
ruplets, and I took a Kashlight picture of them
«the ripe age of 18 hours; and the time every
wws photographer in Philadelphia jammed the
i'fms waiting to get a shot of President Wilson,
visiting the hospital where his daughter had
presented him with his first grandchild. And
t"-ey paid me 15 fcmcks a week, besides!

Morris Stoloff Takes It Easy
Morris Stoloff, head of the Music Department

•" Columbia Pictures, has left on a three-weeks
'•Kation. Stoloff's intention is to "take it easy"
•tfJ forget for a while the hustle and bustle of
'tuJio activities. Columbia just completed a
'cry busy month of recording.

Dave Rose In'Victory'
Dave Rose is to be musical director on

Dinged Victory," Twentieth Century's screen-
"V of the Moss Hart Army Air Force musical.
Rose, presently in the Army Air Corps, is. to
write the musical arrangements as well.

1307 Bord St., Los Angeles, California
PRcspect 1356

Score tnd Manuscript Paper
.for the Professional Musician

SCOREBOARD
JERRY MOBROS orchestrated on "Dough

Girls," Warner Bros.
LEO ARNAUD orchestrated on "To Have.

and Have Not," Warner Bros.
SIDNEY CUTNER orchestrated on "Mr.

Winkle Goes to War," Columbia.
BENNY CARTER arranged on "Here

Come the Waves," Paramount.
LEON RAAB, orchestrated on "To Have

and Have Not," Warner Bros.
LEO SHUKEN, orchestrated on "Bring on

the Girls," Paramount.
LLOYD ACKRICGE arranged on "In So-

ciety," Universal.
ARTHUR SCHOEEPP orchestrated on

"Belle of the Yukon," International.
GliORGK PARRISH orchestrated on "Bring

on the Girls," Paramount.
DAVE RAKSIN wrote development on

"Belle of the Yukon," International.
ARTHUR MORTON orchestrated "Wing

and a Prayer," with Maurice de Packh
on the Main Title; also "Big Noise"
with Dave Buttolph composing score.

WALLY HEGLIN orchestrated on "Bring
on the Girls," Paramount.

RUDY DE SAXE orchestrated on "Belle
of the Yukon," International.

DANNY GOOL otchestrated on "Bring
on the Girls," Paramount.

PAUL SAVCTELL conducted "Trigger
Trail," Universal.

Gil- GRAU orchestrated on "Bring on the
Girls," Paramount.

[OH DUBIN arranged on "Atlantic City";
also composed background score, Re-
public.

DALE BUTTS arranged on "San Fernando
Valley," Republic.

MORT GLICKMAN orchestrated on "At-
lantic City," Republic.

JACK VIRGIL arranged on "Belle of the
.Yukon," International.

The Scoreboard is the "Who's Doin'
What" in radio, dance ami motion-pic-
ture industry. To be included in this
listing, which will appear in each issue,
please send all information regarding
your professional activities to THE
SCORE, P. O. Box 807 Beverly Hills,
California.

'Practically Yours' Has -
Victor Young

Victor Young completed the musical score
of "Practically Yours" at Paramount. Leo Shu-
ken and Charles Bradshaw orchestrated.

Hugo Friedhofer Does 'Prayer'
"Wing and a Prayer," a Twentieth Century-

Fox picture, had Hugo Friedhofer as composer
of score. Arthur Morton orchestrated.

WARNER BROS.
Pictures Scored or Scoring: "The Very Thought

of You"; "To Have or Have Not"; "Dough-
girl!"; "Hollywood Canteen," with Ray Hein-
dorf.

In Preparation: "Conspirators," with Max Seiner
on the score; "The Corn Is Green," possibly
Eric Korngold doing the score; 'Roughly
Speaking"; "Stranger in Our Midst"; and
"Objective Burma."

PARAMOUNT
Pictures Scored or Scaring: "Bring on the

Girls"; "Practically Yours"; "Star Bright";
"Bonnie Lassie."

In Preparation: "Here Come the Waves"; "Out
of This World"; "Fear"; "Murder He Says";
"Two Years Before the Mast"; "A Medal for
Benny"; and "Kitty."

UNIVERSAL
Pictures Scored: "Climax"; "Singing Sheriff";

"Trigger Trail," and "The Devil's Brood"
with Paul Dessaue on the score and Hani
Salter conducting.

In Preparation: "Bowery to Broadway," with
.Edward Ward as musical director; "In So-
ciety"; "Can't Help Singing" and "My Baby
Loves Music."

COLUMBIA
Pictures Scored: "A Scory to Remember." wi th

Dr. Rocza on score; "Mr. Winkle Goes to
War"; "Battleship Blues", "The Impatient
Years" and "Meet Miss Bobby Socks," with
Marlin Skiles as musicaj director.

In Preparation: "Tonight and Every Night";
also unnamed picture with Ann Mil ler .

TWENTIETH CENTURY-FOX
Pictures Scored: "Wilson"; "Wing and a

Prayer."
In Preparation: "Winged Victory"; "Something .

for the Boys"; "She Married a Soldier";
"Billy Rose's Diamondshoe"; "A Tree Grows
in Brooklyn"; and "Laura."

REPUBLIC
Pictures Scored or Scoring: "Atlantic City";

"San Fernando Valley"; and "Strangets in the
Night."

In Preparation: "Brazil," with Walter Sharf as
music director; "Lake Placid Serenade";
"Flame of the Barbary Coas,"; and "Lighrs of
Santa Fe."

M-G-M
Pictures Scored: "Gokitown"; "Dragon Seed";

"Kismet"; "Marriage is a Private Affair";
"Lost in a Harem" and "Maisie Goes to
Reno."

In Preparation: "Meet Me in St. Louis"; "Zieg-
feld Follies"; "Picture of Dorian Gray";
"Seattle." - •• .

New Experiments On
Radio Transcription

Experiments that may have far-reaching effect
on radio transcription were conducted by the
Mutual Don Lee network, when five magnetic
wire recorders, which record sound on steel wire
almost as thin as a human hair, were used
exclusively by Mutual to transcribe every word
of the official proceedings at the recent Re-
publican convention.

Through the experiments Mutual and the
General Electric Company expect to test the
device's adaptability and sevriceability to braid-
casting technique. The recorder was perfected
by Marvin Camras, physicist of the Amor Re-
search Foundation.
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New Music Literature
MUSIC

Still—Bells (orch.score)
Sessions—Concerto for Violin and Orchestra
Porter—Ukrainian Suite for String Orchestra
Hindemith—Violin Concerto (viol, and piano)
Kubik—Suite for Three Recorders
Castelnuovo-Tedesco—New York (voice)
Fuleihan—Mediterranean (orch.score)
Brahms—Lullaby (min.score)
Cadman—From the Land of the Sky Blue Water

(orch.score)
Scarlatti—Burlesca (min.score)
Stamitz—Orchestra Quartet

BOOKS

Combarieu—Music, Its Lava an Evolution
Moisenco—Twenty Soviet Composers
Gronowtcz—Chopiu
Jackson-XVhite and Negro Spirituals
Lange—Spectntrone; System of Orchestration
Resse—Music in the Middle Ages
G.I. Songs, writ ten and composed by the men

• in service

BOOK REVIEW
B) RUTH DE SAXU

SPECTROTONE-SYSTI-M oir ORCHESTRATION,
/n Arthur Lange. (Co-Art, Beverly Hills,
Calif.. 1943.)
Analogy between music and color is used as

a basis for this new approach to the study of
orchestration. Intended primarily for the be-
ginner in the field, the booklet may also be used
to advantage by the professional composer and
orchestrator as a handbook on orchestral tone-
coloring. •

Although this volume is announced as first
in a related series, it is nevertheless complete
in itself, dealing with the orchestra as a whole
and giving a f u l l survey of its many tone-colors,
their blending and balance.

Noteworthy is the Spcctrotone Chart in ful l
color which comes with the booklet and which
may be removed and kept handy for ready
reference.

'STANDARD HOUR' GOES INTO
HOLLYWOOD BOWL

For the third consecutive season, "Standard
Hour" will broadcast its Sunday night concerts
from the world famous Hollywood Bowl. The
eight-week series starts July 16 and will carry
through September 3 for an NBC release from
8:30 to 9:30 p.m.

In the spring of 1942, when blackouts, dim-
outs and a limit placed on the number of per-
sons permitted to gather in once place were the
order of the day, it was thought by all concerned
that the Hollywood Bowl would be forced to
forego, its first "Syphonies Under the Stars" sea-
son ki 20 years. The scales were tipped in favor
of carrying on with the summer concerts when
Standard Oil of California came forward with
its offer to broadcast its weekly "Standard
Hour" from the Bowl, thus assuring the organi-
zation of a fixed revenue.

This season, the twenty-third for the far-
famed "Symphonies Under the Stars," will
bring to "Standard Hour" some of the music
world's outstanding conductors and soloists. In
addition to established artists, "Standard Hour"
will bring to Pacific Coast dialers and the first
netwotk appearance of the winner or winners
of the auditions KFI has been conducting for
young singers since May. This will take place
August 20. '

Dimitri Mitropoulos, conductor and musical
director of the Minneapolis Symphony, will •
make his West Coast debut on the opening
broadcast July 16.

The July 23 concerr will have Lionel Barry-
more as narrator of "Peter and the \Volj" and
also present one of the great actor's composi-
tions with Vladimir Bakalemikoff as conductor.

Other soloists booked for the season include
Jesus Maria Sanroma, pianist, and singers
Vivian pDe)!a Chiesa and Tito Guizar. Antal
Dorati, George Szell, Pietro Cimini and Artur
Rodzinski are other conductors who will occupy
the "Standard Hour" podium.

A Score is Born
(Continued from Page 2 )

stops and reverses the film whenever desired,
saving a lot of time otherwise consumed in
rewinding film.

The sequences or "cues" may be anywhere
from ten seconds to five or more minutes in
length. Each timing cue sheet shows in detail
the progress of the scene by seconds and feet
as a guide for the writing and arranging of the
music. Certain sequences may be so loaded with
important cues that the quickest way is the use
of a "click" or tempo track, the function oi
•which has been already fully covered in a
previous article.
(This is the first of a series of articles dealing
with music in the films, by Charles Maxu-ell.
The next article will cover (be creative phase i>j
the musical score.~Eu.)

Strange instruments
(Continued from Page 1 )

Barbara, and are the original instruments as
used by native players in the Orienr.

The problems faced by Murray Cutter in
orchestrating the score, were many, as the range
and scale progression of these Oriental i n s t r u -
ments differ considerably from our Western
instruments. A great deal of research had to he
done, and the rest l e f t to the ingenui ty arm
ability of the orchesrrator.
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